
 

 

Napier Pipe Band 

The objective is to ensure the band performs to the best of its ability but to a high 

standard while giving everyone the opportunity to improve their piping skills. 

This will include developing the range of tunes played, playing a competition standard 

set and medley and providing opportunities for tuition and development. 

Review of 2015/2016 Music Plan 
Last year we put forward a plan for the development of music in the band.  This section of the report 

looks at what we achieved in that plan. 

 What we said we'd do What we did 

Technique: Offer opportunities for individual tuition and 
improvement this will be ongoing through 
workshops during the year.  Its up to 
individual members as to what they get 
involved in. 
 

Mostly focussed on opportunities 
for individuals through tuition 
provided during the year. 

Tunes:   Introduce new tunes to the repertoire - 
by November2015. 
 
 

 Introduce a new competition standard 
set and medley - by November 2015. 

 

We added several new tunes 
which have been used in concert 
and public performances. 
 
The competition set and medley 
was developed and performed by 
a limited number of pipers and 
drummers 
. 

Competition:  Continue to encourage and support 
those who wish to participate in solo 
competitions. 
 

 Run the solo competition in October. 
 
 

 Take a group to the Hamilton Garden 
contest in November, and possibly 
Square Day, depending on dates and 
availability of people. 

 

Our youngsters again took part in 
the Highland Games. 
 
 
The band's solo competition in 
October was of limited success. 
 
The decision was made to attend 
Square day and the band that 
competed performed well and 
enjoyed the event. 

Concerts:  Stage at least one concert at an RSA or a 
church venue before the end of 2015. 
 
 

 Prepare for the 2016 Celtic Connection 
concert, Art Deco weekend, Feb 2016. 

 

The band staged concerts at St 
Paul's Church (September) and the 
Napier RSA (November) 
 
The 2016 Art deco was a success. 

Tuition:  Continue efforts to attract new pupils for 
piping and drumming - ongoing  

We negotiated a visit of the NZ 
Foundation Youth PB for April 
2016. 

  



 

 

 

Music Development Plan 2016/2017 
The plan for this year continues previous activities 

Technique:  Once again we will offer opportunities for individual tuition and 
improvement this will be ongoing through workshops during the year.  
Individual members will be able to decide what they get involved in. 

o Workshops in April, July and September/October 
 

Tunes:   Continue to introduce new tunes to the repertoire - by November2016. 

 Revise the competition standard set and medley - by November 2016. 
 

Competition:  Continue to encourage and support those who wish to participate in solo 
competitions. 

 Discuss with band members whether there is interest in a group attending 
the Hamilton Garden contest in November, or Square Day in December. 

 

Concerts:  Stage at least two concerts at RSA or church venues before the end of 2016. 

 Prepare for the 2017 Celtic Connection concert, Art Deco weekend, Feb 
2017. 

 

Tuition:  Host the NZ Foundation Youth Pipe Band (April). 

 Follow-up with local schools as to interest generated by the Youth Pipe Band 
visits. 

 Investigate funding to get the Youth PB back to Napier in 2017. 
 

Costs associated with this plan are likely to be no more than $2,000 (excluding instrument 

maintenance, and the concerts which should be profitable) depending on travel and accommodation 

arrangements for the competitions. 

Contesting 
In 2016/17 we will offer all band members the opportunity to participate in learning contest level 

tunes but it is accepted that not all want to or have the ability to play music to the required 

standard.  f the decision is made to contest again those participating will need to commit to 

individual or small group lessons so that everyone is playing the music correctly.  The contest we will 

aim is Square Day, Palmerston North, in December. 


